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More new entertainment options than you can shake a CD-R at!
See our CD and DVD previews for the best (and worst) new releases.
Pages 9-10
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CRIME DOWN
BY BURIM GjIDIJA
It looks like Fairfield has become a safer place; at least according to new reports published by
The Department of Public Safety
late last week.
In conformity with Connecticut General Statute, Fairfield
University has released its annual
Jeanne Clery Disclosure Report,
which statistically summarizes
trends in crime on campus over
the last three years.
The report covers seven major types of crimes, as well as
other categories, including larceny,
which Public Safety incorporates
to paint a clearer picture of misconduct on campus.
The seven major categories
consist of criminal homicide,
sexual offenses (forcible and nonforcible), robbery, aggravated assault, burglary, and motor vehicle
theft. .
Also open to all members of
the Fairfield community is a comprehensive public log of crimes
committed on campus, which is
available for viewing Monday
through Friday during normal
business hours in The Public
Safety Office.
Public Safety also gathers
information from other sources
on campus, including the director
of judicial affairs, residence life
and housing, and various other
departments responsible for reporting incidences that have been
acknowledged.
Information is also gathered
from off campus resources, including the Fairfield Police Department. This information is crucial
for violations that are reported
directly to F.P.D. rather than to

Overall stats show a decrease;
alcohol violations tick up 6%

MIRROR SNAPSHOT

POLICY VIOLATIONS

The 2003 crime report was released last week,
stating how many crimes were commited last year.
Here's how they compared with totals over the past five years.

Referrals —
Alcohol Violations
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Fall block
party calls
poker theme
BY MEG MAHONEY
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campus officials.
Ficko also empha- and feel comforted by the new
Frank Ficko, associ- CRIME BEAT sized the importance of statistics.
residents locking their
Antonia Randazzo '08 feels
ate director of the departThis week's
doors, even if leaving a sense of relief after reading the
ment of Public Safety,
campus
their room for a few mo- -new reports.
understands that there
"When I look at the statistics,
seems to be a decrease
ments.
violations
in overall crime rates,
"Many of the crimes it makes me feel a lot safer," she
Page 6
we have witnessed have said. "There is much less crime
but insists that this disbeen property crimes, or on campus than I had originally
crepancy remains fairly
consistent throughout the three crimes of opportunity. If students thought, especially when comparyears reported.
would take simple precautions ing our reports to those of other
"We try to be proactive rather like locking their doors, it would schools in the city where the crime
than reactive in our involvement do wonders for future statistics," rate seems much higher."
Anyone who has not received
on campus. We constantly have he said. "You wouldn't leave your
officers patrolling campus in a house door open when you leave, a report is urged to contact the devariety of manners and do not feel so the same should apply to your partment of Public Safety to obtain
one, or to view the full Clery report
that ensuring public safety relies room."
on simply responding to phone
Many students felt that the online by accessing the Campus
calls," said Ficko. "We stress vis- crime report is a great tool to Security link, listed under the
ibility and a security presence on understand the often-unseen work- Student Services link on Fairfield
campus."
ings of the public safety system, University's Web site.

&

Aces and deuces wild. Five
card draw. Free to get in. The annual fall block party sponsored
by RAZOR and UNITE held
in the townhouses will have a.
western Texas Hold 'Em theme
this year.
"RAZOR
and UNITE
TUTORIAL
came up with
Learn how
the theme
due to the in- to play Texas
creased popuHold 'Em
larity of Texas
Page 20
Hold 'Em on
campus," said
Melissa Nowicki'05, head of UNITE.
The block party will be held
from 12 to 5 p.m. on October 16
in the quad area between the 2,3,
4, 5, 6 townhouse blocks and is
open to all juniors and seniors.
SBRA is working on supplying a shuttle will be running from the beach to campus
throughout the event for offcampus students.
The planning for this event
SEE "POKER" ON P.
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Apartment residents continue to battle locked window regulations
BY CAITLIN CALLAGHAN

Mirror file photo

You are in your living room, watching television, and you see smoke billowing out from under your; apartment door.
The door is hot to the touch. You race to
the window to escape. Oh wait- the windows are locked, and you are trapped!
This scene has run through the minds
of many apartment residents, now that
the windows are locked for the second
consecutive year to keep humidity low

and fight against mold.
Mold became a problem in the apartments during the summer of 2003, when
28 apartment residents had to be evacuated. EnviroMed, an outside company,
was hired to rid the apartments of mold.
The apartments were cleaned and reopened the fall of 2003, but the windows
remained locked to keep humidity low.
Joseph Bouchard, Fairfield University's fire marshall, understands students'
concerns, but stresses that having the

windows locked does not jeopardize
students' safety because the apartments
have a sprinkler system and a full detection unit.
"I feel that having the windows
locked is just as safe as having them
open," said Bouchard. "But I also understand that residents would like .10 be
able to open their windows to get fresh
air at times."

/

SEE "LOCKS" ON P.
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Having a Ball of a time with von Arx
•

"p;

STORY BY LAUREN WILSON

I arty On!" These were the words
Father Jeffrey von Arx S.J. left
the stage with at Alumni Hall
after his student address during the Inaugural Ball last Friday.
Upon exiting the stage, the 700 plus
students in attendance showered Fairfield's
new president with enthusiastic yells and
shouts of approval.

•

PICTURES BY JAMES SCHOLL

The Inaugural Committee, who is in charge of all
Inaugural week events, also undertook the organization of
the-ball as well.
Originally, Father von Arx himself, who suggested
having an all-student activity incorporated into the week,
spearheaded the dance.
The Inaugural Ball arose from this suggestion and it
was the event that kicked off the week of Inaugural festivities for Father von Arx, at a cost of $55,000.
For those students who got dressed up in formal attire on
Friday, Alumni Hall looked nothing like it usually does.
Decorated by Big Wave International Entertainment,

Presidential Welcome: Father von Arx and students mingled and danced the night
away in the transformed Alumni Hall, above. Jillian Grant '05, vice president of program
ming introduced von Arx right to the Inaugural crowd last Friday night, right.

•

black curtains were placed around the perimeter of the gym
to mask all bleachers and unsightly physical equipment.
An elaborate faux ceiling was created to make Alumni
Hall into more of a dance club rather than a volleyball
court. High cocktail tables were mixed with low dining
tables, allowing ample space to mingle and eat the spread
of food provided.
There was also a large screen televison at the head of
the gym that played music videos and occasionally switched
to a live feed of students dancing.
SEE "INAUGURATION" ON P.
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End of an era for Fairfield beach
BY LAUREN PEPICIELLO

ary infractions, Reed said that he
follows the "spirit and letter of
the law."
Some students may feel as if
many of the Fairfield beach traditions are slowly being wiped out.
Reed commented that while
he does sympathize with these
students, we need to move forward
in the right direction.
Reed is a 1996 graduate of
Fairfield University, and he was
involved in some of the banned
activities such as Clam Jam.
He said that things are different at the beach now than they were

then. Specifically, circumstances
have changed with the influx of
non-Fairfield residents. Things are
always going to be altered yearly
when it comes to Fairfield beach
life, according to Reed.
Reed said he does feel bad
when neighbors call the police
about students' loud music at 10
p.m., but he doesn't blame the
residents when students are having
loud parties on a weeknight, when
most are trying to sleep.
Reed went on to say that
some behavior, such as urinating
on residents's lawns, are "inde-

fensible."
There are. a wide variety of
opinions about the changes occurring at Fairfield beach. Some argue
that Reed may not understand,
given that he was never a beach
resident.
Many students who live at
the beach know that living there
is very different than just visiting
for a party.
In addition, given that one of
Reed's tasks as dean of students is
to deal with disciplining students
for alcohol violations, students
may feel misunderstood by this

former Fairfield
student.
Reed, when
asked about his
disciplinary record
during his time at
Fairfield, replied
with a hint of jokREED
ng in his voice,
"I never got written up and I was not a problem
child."
Reed claims that just because
students can't have Keg Races or
Clam Jam, it doesn't mean that
there won't be anything to look
forward to.
When questioned about what
potential beach activities junior or
senior students have to look forward to, Reed asked, "What don't
they have to look forward to?"
"I think students arehaving
just as much fun," Reed said.
Some students still believe
that the traditions and long-standing perks of living at the beach are
being taken away from students.
"The beach residents need to
have their fun too, and it is slowly
being taken away from us," said
Mike Barry '05.
"Everything gets broken
up or you could get in so much
trouble that's its not even worth
it," he said.
John Anselmo !05 agreed
with Barry.
"They are just canceling
something our school has done
for years. It was a huge deal in
1 canceling the Keg Races and
Clam Jam."

Clam Jam, Luau, and Keg
Races used to be Fairfield's annual
beach events, attracting students
to the beach party scene for decades.
Now, they are all distant
memories, simply because "times
have changed," according to Dean
of Students Mark Reed.
Reed, in speaking with a
Fairfield journalism class, addressed the most recent "controversial" beach issue—the termination of Keg Races, the annual fall
and spring event where teams of
female students compete to finish
a quarter keg first.
"The university did not cancel
Keg Races," Reed stated, to clarify
any misconceptions.
He went on to discuss that it
was students who made the final
decision to end the races in lieu of
all the lawsuits against landlords.
"I applaud it," Reed said, in
response to that decision.
Reed commented that events
such as Keg Races draw a lot of
attention to the university, and
blatant violation of conduct will
force the university to act.
The 2004 Student Handbook
clearly states on page 54 that
"these standards of conduct [the
ones listed in the handbook] apply
to behavior both on and off campus." Later, on page 57, it states
that, "police or court reports or
documents, reports from University officials, or student complaints
may be considered when reviewing allegations of off-campus
Contributed Photo
misconduct."
Ready, set, go! Keg Races used to be a Fairfield tradition but now may be nothing but fond memories for students.
When it comes to disciplin-
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Cops and courts: Repeat encounters for beach goers
BY ANNA. MARINELLI

Traditionally, the beach has been an
escape from campus where students look
for more fun, independence and think there
are 'no limits' for their actions.
Some students may not realize that
they can be penalized by the Fairfield Police
Department with tickets that carry a hefty
fine for their offensive mannerisms.
At night, some students roam boisterously from house to house with full cups in
hand and are oblivious to the fact that there
are stiff penalties in place for this type of
behavior.
"I made a mixed drink and brought it
with me while walking to the Point," said
Tess McMahon '05. "The police put their
sirens on and I was asked to come over
and they ended up giving me a ticket. And
after I appeared in court, I was forced to
pay a fine."
While many students have heard

similar stories of woeful run-ins with the
Fairfield Police, for the most part, they are
not that common.
"Things seem to be better most of the
time," said Duane Melzer, the supervisor
of the Student Beach Resident Association.
"There have been fewer complaints and
arrests. We are still working on a couple
spots where things have been going on night
after night and that's when I or the police
have to stop by."
Many students are either unaware of
these consequences, or are simply careless
because they are more concerned with having a good time with their friends in search
of the next party.
. However, the police have been less
tolerant for such behavior and show no
sympathy toward anyone.
"There is a $219 fine for littering and
over one hundred dollar fine for an open
container," said Melzer. "There's a difference between the way people think things

work and the way they do work."
Students have to realize that they are
fighting through the court system and not
with an officer. Officers are only required
to enforce the laws while the court system
interprets them, said Melzer.
The Fairfield Police Department does
send police cruisers to the beach to patrol
Fairfield Beach Road and the stop sign in
front of the park on Reef Road looking to
detain anyone who might be out of line.
"I was walking down the beach toward
the cab stop and I saw a cop staring at me,"
said Keegan Forte '07. "I got nervous because I thought I would get in trouble for
having a cup in my hand so I dropped it on
the floor."
The story did not end there.
"He got out of his car and was in my
face and threatened to arrest me so I naturally started crying," said Forte. "He handed
me a $219 littering ticket and I walked away
with a trip to judicial."

Forte's advice for all those walking
around down at the beach?
"All I can say is hold your cup upside
down and don't drop it," she said.
"People need to take a few seconds to
think, and think of the way they behave,"
Melzer said. "Because police officers will
act."
Students have had mixed reactions
towards the beach ordinances.
"I think they go a little bit overboard,"
said Matt Ventura '05. "I think if you are of
age, you should be fine. The cops shouldn't
harass people that are legal and I think they
should focus more on underage kids."
Robyn Atkachunas '05 agreed with
Ventura on some points.
"I think the cops shouldn't park on the
corners and everything, that's just trying to
get kids in trouble," she said. "I understand
they have a job to do and people complain,
but so many kids end up in court that it is a
waste of everyone's time."
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Locks cause clash over fire and safety concerns
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

"I feel that when the relative humidity
is low enough, the students should be allowed to open the windows," said Bouchard.
"But obviously this is a difficult task, since
students would have to be aware of the
humidity levels and know when to open or
close their windows."
The apartment complex has an Addressable Fire Alarm System, which the
Department of Public Safety can use to see
exactly which detector has gone off so that
they can react quickly.
Although Bouchard feels that the
locked windows are not a problem, many
students feel differently.
"I feel that the locks on the window
do pose a serious threat if a fire was to occur," said Escence McCoy '06. "The only
means of escape from the apartment is the
main door. If the fire was in the hallway,
we would essentially be trapped."
Other students feel that having the
windows locked is an infringement of rights.
"It is pretty ridiculous to bolt in students
and take away their rights to fresh air," said
Caroline Agin '06.
But, despite the opposition from students, the windows will remain locked in
the future; said Gary Stephenson, director
of housing operations. EnviroMed stressed

Mirror file photo

that keeping the windows closed keeps the
humidity between 54 to 64 percent, which
prevents mold growth, said Stephenson.
Unlocking the windows in the apartments is a $250 fine, said Fred Fetta,
Residence Area Coordinator, at an apartment and townhouse meeting on Monday
September 13.
The $250 fine has caused confusion for
students, because the Student Handbook
says that students who break the locks will
only "be billed for the repair or replacement

cost of such items." The lock does not cost
$250, so why should students have to pay
that large sum?
"Should students remove the locks and
open the. windows, they are jeaopardizing
the climate of the entire building and potentially creating a problem which would
be very expensive to rectify," said Fran
Koerting, director of residence life. "It is
a risk we cannot afford to take, and the
$250 charge conveys the severity of that
risk."

Besides student safety concerns, other
problems arise from the windows being
locked. One of these problems is that there
has been an increase in cooking smoke
alarms.
Stephenson said that installing ducts
would prevent these false alarms, but that
ducts are too expensive.
If the number of false alarms continues,
Stephenson will look into buying internal
filter units.
"People will stop responding to fire
alarms if the false alarms continue," said
Stephenson. "And that can become a very
dangerous situation."
Although apartment residents are
worried about their safety and the increase
in false alarms, Bouchard stresses that
many devices are installed to protect
residents from a fire, such as: smoke
hatches on the roof to prevent a roof fire,
and grass pavers by Kostka and Claver
Halls so that an emergency vehicle can
access the apartments in case of an emergency.
Kostka and Claver Halls also have a
different water source than the apartments
through a split water grid, trash rooms to
prevent common trash fires, corridors and
stairwells created to withstand a fire, and an
automatic system that shuts corridor doors
to contain a fire.

v CLASSIFIEDS
GET PAID A GUARANTEED $2,500 US
EVERY MONTH TO START
International company now hiring people
between the ages of 18 to 25 to work part
:ime! Visit www.coyfs.com/support.html for
complete details.
MAKE YOUR OWN HOURS
All you do is sell the Hawaiian Tropic
Break 2005 Travel Program
Represent an American Express "Student
Travel" Company
Guaranteed Highest Commission, Free
Trips & Great Resume
Your pay equals your efforts
AMERICAN STUDENT Vacations

1-800-336-2260
www.americanstudent.info
Spring Break 2005 with STS,
America's #1 Student Tour Operator.
Hiring campus reps. Call for group
discounts. Info/Reservations
1-800-648-4849 www.ststravel.com.

m

Baby-sitter Needed - Norwalk
Weds. 12pm - 5pm - experience preferred.
$70/day. 855-9471

$450 Group Fundraiser
Scheduling Bonus
4 hours of you group's time PLUS our free
(yes, free) fundraising solutions EQUALS
$1,000-$2,000 in earnings for your group.
Call TODAY for a $450 bonus when you
schedule your non-sales fundraiser with
CampusFundraiser. Contact CampusFundraiser, (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com
CAMPUS REPS! SPRING BREAKERS!
Earn $$ or Discount
For all the HOT Spring Break trips!
NEW - Las Vegas! Puerto Vallarta!
28 Years of Student Travel
TWO Free Trips - 15 travelers
1-866-SPRINGBreak (866-777-4642)
www.springbreak.com
BABYSITTER: For 4 yr. old girl. Should
be fun, patient, creative, kind. Tues, Wed,
afts. for 3-4 hrs. starting @ 2:30. Possible
Thurs pm, if desired. Westport, own car,
non-smkr. Highest pay for right person.

Call (203) 663-0229.

mm

Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm-11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm- 12:45am
Sunday
7:00pm-11:45pm
We accept
Dining Dollars
And
Stag Bucks

Sodexho

Campus Services

PART TIME BABYSITTER WANTED
For one-year-old. 3-4 hours two days a
week. Occasional weekends. Flexible.
Experience necessary. Competitive rates.

203-847-3361.
Fairfield Beach Road / Birch Rd
"The Last Call" - Lg. 4 bdrm colonial,
furnished, 2 full bath, 2 car garage, deck
overlooking beach/LIS, washer/dryer, etc.
$3850/month

HOT SPRING BREAKS
Discount Coupons up to $200
Cancun, Acapulco, Jamaica &
Bahamas packages with air.
Our staff's 20th Spring Break
1-800-328-7513
www.hotspringbreaks.com

Place a classified ad for as low as $15 for 20 words!
Call Mark (203) 256-6594 for more information.
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Cookin' with laughs: Dane Cook is fall act
Dane has made an record number of appearances on
"The Late Show with David Letterman," "The Tonight
Show with Jay Leno," "The Late Late Show with Craig
Kilborn," and "Comics Come Home" which is hosted annually by Denis Leary.
Dane Cook is from Arlington, Massachusetts and has
been doing stand up comedy for 14 years. He draws upon a
wide spectrum of daily life activities for his popular comedy
routines including the Catholic Church, Monopoly, KoolAid, working at Burger King and even Nestle Quick.
FUSA's booking of Cook has met with approval and
enthusiasm from many students but while the ladies on
campus also approved of the comic choice, it was the men
on campus who were overwhelmingly positive.
"I am really excited. Dane Cook is one of the best comedians ever. I can't wait. I am stoked," said John Vaccaro
'07. "I hope it is even better than Dave Chappelle. I am a
big Dane Cook fan."
"I have never heard of him. I'll probably go, but I have
heard he is funny. If my friends go I will too," replied Kelly
Beatty '07 in response to being informed of the announcement of Cook as the fall act.
Beth Mullin '07 responded, "I haven't seen any of his
stuff. I have heard he is funny though."
Overwhelmingly, the response to Cook was positive.
"I think it is great. It should be funny. I have seen him
on Comedy Central," said Jennifer DiNapoli '06 who was
very enthused about the upcoming show.
"I think it is a great idea. I am really enthusiastic,
I think it is going to be a great time," commented Tom
Hathaway '08

BY BILL MCBAIN

The FUSA Programming board announced this week
that comedian Dane Cook has accepted their bid and will
be the November 20 fall concert act at Alumni Hall.
The programming board chose to bid on Dane Cook
after the band O. A.R. did not respond to a previous bid and
left the board scrambling for options.
"We're very excited about having him (Cook) come
here," said Jillian Grant '05, vice president of programming for FUSA.
"We chose Dane Cook because he has done so well at
colleges. He puts on a fun show, and we, here at Fairfield,
love to laugh," said Grant.
Tickets to see the comedian will go on sale a few weeks
before the show and will cost $15 for students and $25 for
the general public.
Cook had been named Comedy Central's Favorite
Standup Comedian, Rolling Stone's Hot Comic, and numerous other awards. He has a CD and DVD called "Harmful
If Swallowed" that has been listed on the Billboard chart.
He has performed in many highly reputable comedy
Dane Cook.com
clubs including he Laugh Factory in Los Angeles. He also Dane-mania: Dane Cook will be performing on November
20.
frequents improv shows and is based in HollyWQod
Dane's most recent roles include the Farrelly BrothA few of his television and other comedy credits include "Crank Yankers", "Bar Mitzvah Bash", "Spotlight", ers comedy "Stuck on You" with Matt Damon, and Greg
"The Man Show", "Shorties Watching Shorties" and Kinnear.
He has also appeared in the Warner Bros, action film
"Premium Blend".
Dane's comedy career has also enabled him to begin "Torque", "The Touch" directed by Academy Award winner
an acting career and has earned him roles in both TV and Peter Pau and an appearance in the movie "Mystery Men"
with Ben Stiller.
film.

Believe politics has nothing to
do with your life?
3170 Fnitfltld Ave, in Historic Block Rock, Bridgeport. CT 066OS Tel (203) 335-8228

Taco Loco Specials!
. Mondav's-Fridav's HODDV Hour Specials!
3:00 pm - 6:30 pm! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas $2.25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts!

. Tuesday's ALL PAY! 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen
Margaritas ALL DAY TUESDAY! Lime, Strawberry, Peach,
Mango, Banana. Also Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm
■ Wednesday's! Corona Madness! $2.25 Corona Beers
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY! Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm
•

"n Ursday S! All our famous hot and spicy buffalo wings
you can eat with a Draft Beer only $9.95 pp & HH 3-6:30-pm

• Friday's! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas $2.25. 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts, 3:-6:30 pm!

. Saturday & Sunday! Ole! Wake up and smell the
fresh cafe con leche! Our brunch is superb... eggs, waffles,
pancakes, potatoes, chorizo. burritos, quesadillas, tamales,
chimis, taco bar and so much more... with $2.00 OFF ovr
Margaritas/ Saf's & Sun's from 70:30 am to 2:30 pm!
Must be 21 years old with valid ID to be served alcoholic
beverages. Please drink responsibly!

Skeptical about
government?
Discover the
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.
DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:

NOVEMBER

Campus Advisor:

1, 2004

Prot. Donald Green berg
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 306
(203) 254-4000
http://www.cqa.state.ct.us/isc
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Poker, alcohol and prizes
planned for fall event
CONTINUED FROM P.

1

has been in the works all year and is not related to the cancellation of the Keg Races.
"Campus is a great venue to hold this
sort of event, it's another great place to have
fun besides the beach," said Nowicki.
Registration for the poker tournament
will begin at noon. The top eight finishers
will be awarded prizes. First place will
receive a poker chip set and a $500 gift certificate wherever the winner would like.
The second and third place winners will
receive iPods, while those who place fourth
through eighth will get a $75 gift certificate
to Stop & Shop. The first 200 people to show
up will get a free T-shirt.
Kegs, supplied by SBRA, will be
tapped at 2 o'clock. Hamburgers and hotdogs will also be grilled.
WVOF will also be contributing to the
event. In addition to student deejays, featured performers include Teig Lynster, Brian
Wilk, JonnieProud and White Noise.
The event is free of charge to students
but staff will be accepting donations for
the Breast Cancer Walk. Only juniors and
seniors are invited to the event and will need
to show their Stag Card upon registration.
Students can bring a guest, but
they must be at least 20 years of age, or

MIRROR
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the equivalent of a junior or senior, and
will need to show two forms of identification.
Alumni are also welcome at the event.
The charges for guests and alumni will be
five dollars, which will be donated to the
Breast Cancer Walk.
Student reactions have been very enthusiastic.
"I think that the school is doing a good
thing in providing an alternative program
to the keg races, instead of just cancelling
something that our school has done for
years," said John Anselmo '05, a beach
resident.
"They seem to be appealing to the
students and understanding that this was a
huge deal in cancelling the keg races, and are
doing everything they can to make us happy.
I am absolutely going to go," he said.
Mike Barry '05 agreed with Anselmo.
"Being a beach resident, there aren't
many things I wouldn't do for free beer,"
said Barry.
Townhouse residents are also looking
forward to the event.
"If there's two things people love, it's
booze and gambling," said Adam Cataldo
'05. "The only thing we love better than
free booze is free gambling."

CAMPUS CRIME BEAT
Wednesday, September 29
1:50 a.m. - A vehicle on the restricted driver's list was towed off campus.
Thursday, September 30
6:23 p.m. - A hit and run was reported behind the Rec. Plex. Yellow paint was
noted on the vehicle. Anyone with information is asked to please report it to
Public Safety.
Friday, October 1
7:14 a.m. -A vehicle was towed out of the fire lane in Kostka.
Saturday, October 2
2:39 a.m. - A physical altercation occurred between a student and three non
- students. A Criminal Trespass Warning was issued to the non - students.
The student was referred to Judicial.
12:25 a.m. - A student reported her purse missing from Alumni Hall during the
President's Inaugural Ball. Her ID had been de - activated immediately.
1:38 p.m. - Several passengers were stuck in Bannow's first floor North Wing's
elevator. The students were safely freed.
10:05 p.m. - Public Safety assisted the Res. Life staff in breaking up an unregistered townhouse party. The students were referred to Judicial.
Sunday, October 3
7:00 p.m. - Feces was found scattered throughout the Jogues' women's restroom.
Anyone with information is asked to contact Public Safety.

CORRECTIONS
The Mirror strives to report accurately in our stories. However, if you are aware of
any errors, please call Editor In Chief Steven M. Andrews at x6529.
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Is Career Planning getting the job done?
BY CHRISSIE MAYR

Aah it's that time again. Career Fair
Day. Where students from all over campus
armed with resumes and a firm handshake,
flock to Alumni Hall in hopes of meeting a
future employer.
For some, the career fair brings excitement at the possibility of an internship or,
better yet, a job.
For this reporter, the fair was a merely
a bi-annual reminder that I should have been
a finance major. I walked away from the fair
with a pocket full of free candy, a' Yo Soy El
Army' bumper sticker and a new feeling of
despair about my future job at Starbucks.
Business majors shook hands with "The
Big Four" accounting firms which include
KPMG LLP, Ernst & Young, PriceWaterhouseCoopers, and Deloitte.
Nursing majors were cured of their job
apprehensions with the appearance of 11
hospitals and care centers.
However, there were no museums for
Art History majors to get excited about, no
firms for future engineers, no media avenues
for Communication majors... unless you
expect students of the most popular major on
campus to get excited about Blockbuster!
How come out of the seventy-two
companies represented so many students
were left feeling their majors were not
represented?

Michael Dalton of the Career Planning
Center said there seems to be an Accounting/Finance/Nursing theme in the fall career
fair because "financial and accounting firms
start the job search earlier in the year, making their selections before Christmas".
He acknowledged that complaints from
students in the Arts
& Sciences are not
uncommon after
these fairs.
And complaints there were.
"I was happy
to see a couple of
companies that I
could talk to, however people who
aren't taking classes in the business school were
out of luck," said
Lindsay Brown 05." I think next time there
should be at least a couple of companies to
s.uite each major so no one is excluded and
left feeling frustrated."
Heather Manning '05 more than agreed
with Brown. " I think that the career fair
needs to cater towards many more majors
than they currently do," she said. "I know
a lot of seniors didn't even bother to go because unless you are an accounting or nursing major there really aren't many options.
"Even the larger companies that have
many departments look at you like you are

crazy when you say you aren't a business
major," she added.
Mike Bond, a senior English major
agreed, "The career fair seemed great for
business majors. However, for other students the pickings were rather slim."
Even Kathryn Hendren '05, a business major
left the fair
feeling unsatisfied.
"I feel
the fair was
bad because they
only had
financial
services or
accounting
firms," she
Mirror file photo
said. "Being a management and business law double major, I
was looking to find more Public Relation,
Human Resource and Marketing firms."
"I would have liked to see more companies represented from outside the Connecticut area," she added.
Despite the seemingly poor feedback
from students, Dalton said the Career Planning Center received great feedback from
the employers.
The companies that attended the career
fair commnted that the "students were better prepared to meet with representatives

Shift out of neutral. Make a choice.

Register to vote online.
Visit Mirror's Vote '04 channel,
www. fairfieldmirror. comI vote

and were better dressed" than in previous
fairs.
Dalton added, the career fair used to be
called 'Career Spectrum' and was more of
an educational experience.
"In the last three to five years the career
fairs have become increasingly more job
oriented," he said.
Dalton felt assured that the spring career
fair which will take place in the first week of
February would produce a broader spectrum
of companies. The center is looking to get
more market research, environmental, science, advertising, and public relations firms
for the next career fair.
He also said to expect "smaller firms
and more socially oriented firms."
Dalton explained that the career planning center encourages students to use the
career fairs to "get a sense of what's out
there" and for all majors to be optimistic
about the whole process because these
firms interview all sorts of students. Dalton
also advised students to "not let your major
define you."
Paul Duffy '05, FUS A president, shared
a more optimistic view.
"It was hard in terms of timing it for the
students. The fair had good Companies for
nursing and business majors. Perhaps in the
future, club presidents can work to get more
majors represented," said Duffy.
"Students should be more open minded
about the fair, if you're in English you can
still fit in with these companies," he said.
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Egads! There's no Mirrors here!

What do I do now?
Tell us if you can't find copies
of The Mirror at your favorite
pick-up point. Mirror withdrawl
is by no means fun.
E-mail us if you can't find it:
mirror@fair1 .fairfield.edu

www.NewHavenCRU.com
James Scholl/The Mirror

Dancing the night away: These memories will always be with those who came.

Inauguration dance
deemed a success
CONTINUED FROM P.

2

To add to the elegant atmosphere,
Sodexho provided hor d'ouvers and soft
drinks. Waiters and waitresses served
from platters with a never-ending stream
of mini egg rolls, chicken fingers, small
quiche, cheese sticks, and assorted other
finger foods.
There were also trays of dessert that
were professionally prepared, although the
cookies did bear some resemblance to the
Barone staple.
The media center was also involved
in the festivities, having created a video
entitled "The Doors" that documented the
life and career of Fr. von Arx.
Paul Duffy '05, described the video by
saying it allowed students to take a look at
all the doors Fr. Von Arx had passed through
during his life.
From the doors of his home, college
days and various other career moves, students caught a personal glimpse at the man
who is their new president.
Then, in a moment that could be mistaken for a pop star entrance, a path was

cleared down the center of Alumni Hall
as Father von Arx made a very presidential entrance to the front stage, pausing to
shake hands with jumping and screaming
students.
His address to the class was brief but
heartfelt. He was touched to be welcomed
by the students in such a supportive and
positive way. Von Arx is anxious to meet and
work with members of the student body.
The comments that resonated from
students were extremely positive.
"Alumni Hall looked great and I felt
like I was reliving my senior prom...especially when I saw a girl in a Cinderella ball
gown," said Denise Moura '05.
Stephanie Stote '05 agreed with Moura:
"Our gym was totally transformed into a
club-like atmosphere with people dressed
up in prom attire and waiters and waitresses
holding up Sodexo hors d'oeuvres."
Chris Miller '05, also thought highly of
the president's ball: "I thought the dance was
pretty good. I got a little worried when they
rolled the Von Arx video that he wouldn't
show up in person. But he did and I think he
connected with the students really well."

iWAMA \MJL\
Now that you're back to school, join us for studies in medical history.
Pfizer, a world leader in pharmaceutical innovation, is inviting you to participate
in Phase I Clinical Trials while being compensated for your time.
Visit our website or call us directly for a calendar of events
or to learn more about clinical trials.

Call toll-free: (800) 254-6398
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Don't miss
these discs:
A sneak peak at upcoming
CD and DVD releases
CD Preview by Nick Caruso
Tara Touloumis/Photo Illustration/The Mirror

Elliott Smith
"from a basement on the hill"
To be released: October 19
Unlike the usual plethora of "new" music put together
after an artist's death, "from a basement on the hill," the
upcoming album from the late Elliott Smith, was actually
close to completion before Smith's death last October.
The album was put together by long-time friend
and producer Rob Schnapf and former girlfriend Joanna
Bolme, who were both summoned by Smith's family to
help finish the album that Smith had been working on for
three years.
With the help of notes and demos left behind,
Schnapf and Bolme pieced together the album in the
direction they believed Smith would have wanted.
Musically, "basement" combines both of Smith's
creative styles. While including the psychedelic pop
sound of his later material, the new album succeeds in
recognizing and remembering Smith's older
material - a raw, yet profound and emotionally driven acoustic sound.
Even though a whopping 34
tracks were recorded from the
"basement" sessions, only 15
made the final cut. As of now, it
is unknown whether or not fans
will get a taste of the final 19 Elliott Smith songs. All Smith's
unreleased demos and tracks
are legally owned by DreamWorks Records.
Although the Bsides's future lies in
DreamWorks hands, I
have a feeling that "basement" won't be the last
we hear from Smith.
Eminem
"Encore"
To be released: November 16
After sending D-12 to
stardom with the explosive
hit "My Band" and album
"D-12 World," Eminem, aka Marshall Mathers, will drop
his fourth^plo album this fall with "Encore."
Fans of the rapper/actor can expect more of what Em
does best: intricate rhyming, celebrity bashing and crude
profanity spread throughout.

"Encore" is produced by Mathers himself, along with
the help of his long-time friend and collaborator Dr. Dre.
Although the album is under tight security to prevent internet leakage, the first single "Just Lose It" can be heard
nationwide on the radio or at eminem.com, while the video
is on heavy rotation on MTV's "Making the Video."
Destiny's Child
"Destiny Fulfilled"
To be released: November 16
Three separate solo albums and two and a half years
later, Beyonce, Kelly and Michelle's destiny is fulfilled.
The fourth studio album from the former quartet-turnedtrio is sure to sell.
Fresh off the success of her "Dangerously In Love"
record, Beyonce Knowles simply can't fail. Despite proclaiming her own solo status and dabbling in Hollywood,
Beyonce did what many thought she'd never do and returned to Destiny's Child for another full length album.
"Destiny Fulfilled" is going to "show a side of
Destiny's Child that a lot of people haven't seen,"
said Kelly Rowland in a recent interview with
Entertainment Weekly. Rowland and management assure that the group is heading towards a
more mature sound with more mature content
as well.
"Game Over" and "Cater to You" are a
few of the upcoming track names, but most
information concerning the CD is being
kept hush-hush.
Beyonce's pulled hamstring could
delay a video shoot scheduled for October 8 for the album's first single "Lose
My Breath." However, the song has
already been released on radio.
Gwen Stefani
"Love Angel Music Baby"
To be released: November 23
No Doubt singer and fashion
designer Gwen Stefani takes a break
from her 17-year run with the band to
Contributed photo
put out "Love Angel Music Baby," her
first solo CD.
"I have loads of ideas and tricks up my sleeve so
watch out. I'm scared for you," Stefani warned fans on
NoDoubt.com.
Stefani calls the album an 80's dance record, taking
cues from some of her favorites such as Cyndi Lauper,

DVD Preview by Joshua O'Connell
Madonna, Prince, and the Eurythmics.
Although the pressure is on for Stefani to put out a
successful record, she has many writers, producers, and collaborators backing her up including Andre 3000, Outkast,
Dr. Dre, The Neptunes, and Missy Elliot, who calls Gwen's
release not only an album, but "an event."
The first single, "What U Waiting 4" depicts Stefani's inner
struggles and conflicted
feelings about writing an album so far
from her comfort
zone. A Japanese electronic/house type
background
supplements
the rhythmic
dance beat as
Gwen sings to
herself, "Take a
chance 'cause you might
grow."
"Making The Video:
Gwen Stefani" premieres on
MTV October 13 at 6 p.m.
Contributed photo

U2
"How to Dismantle an Atomic Bomb"
To be released: November 23
Over the past two years, U2 have been furiously
writing tracks for their follow up to 2000's "All That You
Can't Leave Behind." With "How to Dismantle an Atomic
Bomb," U2 hopes to deliver the same quality hits that fans
of the past love, while also adding a more edgy rock vibe
in an attempt to reach out to new fans.
Band and management alike assure that this will be
U2's first official rock'n'roll album.
"Bomb" is U2's fifteenth studio album and is produced
by Steve Lillywhite, who also worked on the band's first
three albums, "Boy," "October," and "War."
Plans to tour are underway but probably won't happen
until 2005 when the album has had a chance to circulate.
The first single, "Vertigo" has hit the radio waves and can
be heard at U2.com.
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From Disney to Dubya, DVD recent releases \
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"Fahrenheit 9/11"
Release date: Released this week
Out on DVD in time for the elections,
Michael Moore's documentary uses truth,
fibs and in some cases outright lies to paint a
negative picture of George W. Bush. A little
of this, a little of that, but even if some of it is
fiction, it's an interesting film to watch.
"Aladdin" (Special Edition)
Release date: Released this week
The classic 1993 Disney animated movie
is out for the first time on DVD. You can finally see the Robin Williams-enhanced genie in
full digital quality and hear Williams' unique
humor in Dolby digital surround. Holy King
Ali! Like all Disney movies, the amount of
time it'll be available is limited, and the next
release window won't swing around for what
feels like 250 years.
"Ren & Stimpy Uncut: The First and
Second Seasons"
Release date: October 12
The sarcastic and funny pair is back,
with the original episodes and not the sub-par
Spike TV derivatives. The classic MTV (and
later, Nickelodeon) show is finally available
for freeze-framing and repeat viewing. This
is when the show was still really good and

also had some truth to it: everyone really does
need a log.
"Van Helsing"
Release date: October 19
The movie that pays homage to classic horror movies while providing all
sorts of other thrills and laughs makes
its first appearance on DVD. Interestingly, it's released the same day as...
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"The Mummy" Boxed Set
Release date: October 19
We're not talking those updated ones,
but the original Universal pictures from the
30s and 40s starring Boris Karloff. These
classics are really entertaining to watch,
especially when combined with a viewing of
Van Helsing.
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"The OC Season One"
Release date: October 26
Just in time for the second season, this
first season, which had youngsters glued to
their TVs every Wednesday night, has arrived.
All the episodes, including the summer ones
that got the show off the ground, are here for
continued guilty-pleasure enjoyment. Fascinating tidbit: along with a generally humorous
before-credits intro, the show attempted to
write in someone getting punched each and
every episode. Well, maybe not, but doesn't
it seem that way?
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Over and over and over: Now you can relive the first season of "The OC" anytime.

WANT TO GET TICKED OFF?
■
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You may now find this new book, a novel murder
mystery, entitled TICKED OFF!, at
The Fairfield University Bookstore
A Local hairdresser Is found dead in an apartment at 225
Main Street, Westport. Was it suicide? Not likely! Too many
people are ticked off at the victim; two cheated businessmen and several beautiful women scorned. The Westport
Police Department recruits investigative assistance
from a deep-thinking Fairfield University professor of
psychology and one of his amusing and very witling male
students.

TICKED OFF!
a novel murder mystery

GAILA 0ZAK1 PERRAN

FUN
READ!
Written by local author,
Ms, Galla Penan, this funto-read murder mystery
features authentic
and places in Fairfield,
Westport, and Norwalk,

■\ho available al:
AuthoiHoust.'.coin. Boukrviom or through ordenne al any book store.
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The 2nd Annual College Film Festival

DOWNLOAD A MOVIE FOR 990 OR LESS
at www.fairfieIdmirror.com/movies
*Based an 80% discount off listed price. Terms and conditions appfy.Visit www movielink.com/pronio for details. ©2004 Movielink. itC
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"Friends - The Complete Eighth
Season"
Release date: November 9
Sure, the show's no longer on NBC and
has been replaced by the less humorous but
still watchable "Joey," but the DVD boxed
sets keep on coming. Although this season is
one a lot of people panned when it originally
aired, there is no doubt that diehard fans will
scoop up this boxed set.

"Shrek 2"
Release date: November 2
In your choice of full-screen or widescreen, see one more reason why Mike Myers
manages to avoid sequel curses on a regular
basis. "Shrek 2" is another humorous movie,
filled with even more great humor and green
characters. My sister says it's great, but then
again she also watched "From Justin to Kelly"
over 35 times. I've yet to see it, but chances
are it'll sell big even if I don't get to catch it
before the holidays.

"Star Trek Voyager: Complete Fifth
Season"
Release date: November 9
Was anyone even watching then? Actually, they probably were, since Jeri Ryan was
around by this time. She definitely saved this
show's bacon from being cancelled early. Too
bad they can't use her on "Enterprise" too.

"The Simple Life 2"
Release date: November 2
Because we couldn't get enough of two
rich girls trying to milk cows, here comes
round two with Paris Hilton and Nicole Richie
still showing that they can't hold a job for
more than a few hours. Apparently, money
can buy happiness, but not a work ethic.

"Gone With the Wind" Four Disc
Collector's Edition
Release date: November 9
Yeah, you read that right. Despite the
movie's age, the DVD release has managed to
pack in more extras than a really large movie
set. The film itself is spread over two discs,
no doubt to provide the highest quality transfer possible, while discs three and four are
full of interviews, documentaries, and other
delightful extras that really add depth to the
film. This is an amazing movie, coupled with
an amazing price on the box set: Amazon's
offering it for under $30 as of press time.
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Soprano sings at Fairfield

s have something for all
"That 70s Show Season One"
Release date: October 26
Another Fox show sees its DVD debut.
Sure, it's on practically every hour of every
day on some local channel, but it's funny, and
Ashton Kutcher has definitely not hit the point
of overexposure yet. Er, wait... anyway, the
first season set the stage for what has remained
a consistently funny show, and it's worth the
investment.

OCTOBER

Jamie-Lynn Discala, perhaps
best known by her character
Meadow on HBO's "Sopranos," shared her experiences
as a young actress battling an
eating disorder with Fairfield
University as part of the Open
VISIONS Forum this past
Thursday (pictured right).
She also elaborated on her
talk during the post-lecture
discussion session (pictured
above).
The next speaker to be featured as
part of Open VISIONS is Howard
Fineman on October 18.

Photos by Christine La Russo/The Mirror
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Merrill Lynch
• ii.

SHARE OUR PASSION

MERRILL LYNCH PRESENTATION
FAIRFIELD seniors are invited to attend:
Wednesday, October 13, 2004
4:00-5:30 pm
School of Nursing Auditorium
Whether you look at us in terms of people, culture, products or our
virtually limitless possibilities, Merrill Lynch defines "exceptional" in
every sense of the word. It's a source of pride for all of us who work
here. And a source of exceptional careers for those eager to share in
our passion for doing great things.
Attend our presentation. And let's explore the possibilities together.

Full-time opportunities: Accounting & Finance

EXCEPTIONAL WITHOUT EXCEPTION
Merrill Lynch is an equal opportunity employer.

ml.com/careers
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Debating
the debate:
What we liked
and disliked
The debates seemed popular this past
Thursday. And thanks to our highly advanced technological culture of computers
and televisions in the same room, I found
myself multi-tasking as usual: watching
the TV and chatting through AIM about the
debate in real-time. Those I chatted with
had a lot of observations about the debate,
which included:
Their appearance: "Bush looks like a
monkey." "Kerry looks like he got a Queer
Eye makeover."
Their notepads: "I wish there was a
birds-eye camera so you could read what
they're writing. I bet they doodle on their
paper and write things like, 'stfu kerry'."
"Kerry is drawing himself with a crown
with Bush kneeling to him."
Their ties: "Notice how they're
wearing the opposite party's color? Bush
blue, Kerry red!" "Notice the tie colorsBush's is blue, to signify a sort of boyish
innocence, trust, loyalty. He's trying to
diminish his faults. Kerry on the other hand
is wearing a bold red to try to seem more
powerful and less hippie-esque." ...OK.
Their repetitive natures: "Bush
keeps talking about Kerry's wishy-washy
nature." "Kerry keeps bringing up how
he's had a clear position, and tonight he
hasn't anyway."
/
The debate conjured a variety of opinions, yet many I chatted with felt Kerry
won. This is not surprising to me, considering that Kerry has years of rhetorical and
debate training, while Bush has not. This
next election will produce much public
opinion and hopefully send our citizens to
do their civic duty in the voting booth.
For all of us living in Fairfield, in the
next month Chris Shays' House seat is up
for grabs again. The popular democratic
Diane Farrell is running against Shays
and it should be a close race. Farrell has a
strong local record with interesting ideas
and would prove to be an ardent worker.
Those of us who are registered to vote
in Fairfield County have a lot to think about
in the upcoming month. University issues
that are important to us, such as financial
aid, should be considered while casting our
votes. And also, you should know, if you
vote along the lines of your party, that this
House has a slim Republican majority. Although the debates are quite entertaining to
watch, the fact remains that these elections
are close. So if you have not registered to
vote, the last day for the town of Fairfield
is October 19. Please vote.

Where in the world is Gregg Surette?
A student's account of his travels abroad
she simply asked, "Wanna go to China?"
"Sure," I responded, and from that point
Hi, my name is Gregg Surette. I'm from
on, I made the plan to study in China and
Manchester, New Hampshire and I'm a
then in France.
junior at Fairfield, majoring in international
I told my parents of my plans and they
were a little surprised. But in the end they
business and accounting. Oh, and I'm an
excellent kisser. But for the
supported my decision. I think
next year, you won't be able
they partially believed that I
wouldn't go, since I always
to find me living on Fairfield's
campus or the Point. That's
had a lot of pipe dreams (like
the time I wanted to become an
because I am spending this
NBA player or the other time I
year in Beijing, China and
wanted to raise sea monkeys).
Paris, France.
So that, in a nutshell, is how
When I was a freshman,
I had my first experience with
I find myself in my current
study abroad. I remember it
position: across the world,
studying at the University of
vividly. I was sitting in my
Chinese class when suddenly,
International Business and
Economics in Beijing, China.
there was a knock on the door.
A young man came in and told
So far, the study abroad
my class about his experience
session has been everything
I hoped it would be, and then
studying in China. To be honsome. We went on a threeest, I didn't pay attention to
a single word he said. I was
week tour of the country. I
Gregg Surette/ Contributed Photo
have seen more things in the
just happy that he came in to
interrupt my class. The same Here's me overseas: Beijing is one of the world's most exciting cities! first three weeks than I probthing happened the next week in my French school" for a semester, I really became in- ably have ever seen in my life. I have seen
language class, except this time it was about terested and took the study abroad sessions everything from a formal Uighyr banquet to
a Tibetan monastery, the Great Wall, ancient
studying in France. These students really more seriously.
When thinking of places to study Chinese cities, Terracotta Warriors, the most
seemed to enjoy their semesters overseas,
but I just really enjoyed them taking up our abroad, I decided that since I had taken beautiful lake in the world, to hundreds of
class time.
French courses for about eight years, France Buddhist statues over 2000 years old. I have
I always had a feeling that I wanted to would be a great place to study (and where camped out with Kazaks, ridden a camel
study abroad somewhere, but I didn't know better to spend spring break than Europe!). through the Gobi desert, played soccer with
where and I didn't know how serious I was But then I thought since I had started tak- monks, and done countless other activities
about doing it. It wasn't until my sophomore ing Chinese courses, China would also be
year that I really started questioning what I a great place to spend a semester. Then
SEE "ADVENTURES" ON P.13
wanted to do. I felt that if I did study abroad, one day I was speaking to my advisor and
BY GREGG SURETTE

then I would be missing out on too much of
my college experience. But I also felt that if
I didn't study abroad, I would miss out on
the world. After speaking with a professor
at Fairfield and hearing him talk about how
study abroad is just traveling and "playing

FairfiekTs unofficial guide to a weekend in New York
BY ASHLEY KENNEY

Lucky for Fairfield University students,
the only thing you have to do in order to
get to New York City is beg your junior
friend with a car to drive you to the Fairfield
Train Station and hop on the Metro North.
One of the advantages of living so close to
America's tourist mecca is the opportunity
to visit often. Here is the unoffical Fairfield
University student guide to the hippest, most
fun spots in Gotham, broken down into food,
shopping, and entertainment.
Food: Let's hope you brought a full
wallet, especially if you are going to be dining in the city. Lunch can always consist of
a pretzel and a New York hot dog, or a slice
of Ray's Famous pizza, but if you are going
for ambiance and something a little cooler,
head uptown to Alice's Tea Cup. There's a
reason why this little place is almost always
packed. Alice's is known for its homemade
just baked scones and three tiered cookie
racks. Based on the Alice in Wonderland
theme, Tea Cup is a tiny restaraunt located
at 102 West 73rd Street.
If you are downtown for the day, head
to #24 1 st avenue where you will find Pastis,
a French bistro that looks like it hopped off
the set of "Moulin Rouge." Juicy burgers, baskets of thick bread, and salty fries
are a specialty here. Dojo, located on St.

Marks Place right down
the street from some of
the greatest vintage shopping in New York City.
Dojo is a Japanese eatery
that does great lunch and
great dinner for cheap!
They cater very well to
vegetarians and the service is fast.
If someone asks
where they should go for
dinner in New York, I'll
always answer Lucky
Cheng's restaraunt. One
of the reasons I love this
Pan-Asian restaraunt is Any time you want in our French Restaurant: Visit this cafe!
the party atmosphere.
Jack's. Don't be fooled by the name, this
Not only are your waitresses all drags queens or transvestites, but stuff doesn't come cheap but you will find
there is an audience participation show every and anything you need from boy scout
hosted by one of the queens while you eat shirts worn in the 1970s, to dresses that were
upstairs, and kareoke downstairs till the wee crafted in the '50s. (841 Broadway between
13th and 14th streets).
hours of the morning.
However, if you venture to the city
Shopping: Not many good vintage
stores are located in Connecticut, and if you on a weekend, you are almost sure to find
are looking for the perfect 1982 Motley Crue sidewalk sales and flea markets set up,
tee shirt, or sunglasses big enough to cover especially in the SoHo (South of Ho^fen)
three quarters of your face you are going and Chelsea districts. The whole street is
to have to go to the city. Three incredible
SEE "NEW YORK" ON P. 13
shops that carry certified vintage clothing
are located downtown. The first is Cheap
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HE said / SHE said
Chuck Kehoe

Lauren Wilson

The best hook-up spots on campus
When it comes to the topic of the
best spots to hook-up, I may
not be a great authority on the
subject. Unfortunately, I am not a member
of the mile-high club or any really cool
club besides the black-out club. I'm more
of a missionary/bed type of guy; it always
seems to get the job done. But I read in
Playboy (aka the male Bible) that the best
lovers push the envelope and experiment
with exotic places, where they can quietly
or not-so-quietly hump. Therefore, I shall
explore some of the best places where college kids hook up.
Fairfield's campus offers many nooks
and crannies in which college co-eds can
get it on. The residence halls are a classic
spot. Don't be that dirtbag who fools around
and moans so loudly that you traumatize
your roommate. Just wait until your roommate leaves and do it in his bed. If he sticks
around, take your squeeze and explore the
dorm. Be creative, be cunning, just don't
forget to bring your "O-Face." If you have
never scurried in an elevator, you don't
know what you're missing. The shear excitement of getting caught by an RA could
make Bob Dole get in the mood. Or try my
personal favorite, those hot wooden chairs

in the study lounges. If a chick can break the
chair with her rocking, she's a keeper.
Other parts of campus offer a romantic
atmosphere for students to engage in heavy
petting. People say that Fairfield lacks
school spirit. What better way to prove
them wrong than scoring on the fifty yard
line of Alumni Field? For anniversaries or
special occasions, I recommend the Japanese Gardens behind Bellarmine; seclusion
means time to practice Tantra.
Last but not least, Fairfield Beach affords prime locations for hook-ups. Humping on each of the three humps always
does a body good. I believe that it is every
Fairfield student's rite of passage to hook
up on the Point. Every jetty, deck, porch,
balcony, and sandbar is more magical than a
king sized bed on prom night. Can anything
beat a passionate night in the semi-polluted
Long Island Sound? Even if you strike out
at the beach, you can manage to get some
action during the cab ride back to campus.
Some cab rides redefine the meaning of
seven minutes in heaven.
This week's magic number: 20
American dollars to the first person who
delivers a freshman face book to the Girl's
Dupe.

New York state of mind
CONTINUED FROM P. 12

usually closed off and vendors selling everything from old toasters to authentic vintage
posters from movie theaters can be bought
for less that $101
If vintage shopping isn't your thing,
stay in SoHo (the area located the area that
roughly stretches from Houston to Canal
Streets between the Hudson River and Lafayette Street) to find stores like Marc Jacobs,
Cynthia Rowley, and Catharane Malandrino.
The ultra popular Bliss Spa is also located in
SoHo. Where
.
artists oncei
sharpened!
their pencils,!
now hipsters,I
ex-suburbanites and wealthy singles call this area of the
city home. Want those fake Louis Vuitton,
Prada, and Fendi bags everyone has? Canal
Street will blind you with its cheap prices
for shoddily made, but extremely convincing designer duds.
Entertainment: Would you rather go
to a museum that houses a 94-foot fiberglass
whale, or head to Times Square and get a
picture of yourself pinching Brad Pitt's bottom? Perhaps the MoMa is not your style,
but what about MoSex, the Museum of Sex
at 233 Fifth Avenue?
Madame Tussad's is the world's most
famous wax musem and the most impressive
one is housed in Times Square. Not only
are you enouraged to bring your camera,
but the best part is posing with such stars as

the Dalai Lama, Salvador Dali, and who am
I kidding, Jennifer Lopez! You can touch
many.of the statues, learn how they are
made, and new exhibits featuring Beyonce
and Derek Jeter are interactive.
Perhaps you'd like more of the typical
New York experience, so for anyone who has
never been to the city before, a walk around
Times Square at night should suffice. Where
there once were peep shows and sex shops,
now there is a Disney store, and MTV's
headquarters perched in this, the brightest
of Gotham's square miles. Times Square is
where you will
find Madame
ussaud's as
well as a five
oor Toys 'R
Contributed Image Us with a fully
functioning ferris wheel!
If all of these things sound too tame for
you, and watching the Ringling Brothers
Circus just isn't enough, how about taking
a.class at the Trapeze School of New York ?
For less than $100 you can take a class and
swing with the greatest of ease in Hudson
Park, a spot that overlooks one of the most
beautiful views in New York, the West Side
Highway. Show up in loose-fitting clothes,
and be prepared ready to climb up that ladder! Make reservations on the website.
Nothing in New York comes cheap,
but just being there is a high unto itself. It's
fairly impossible to do all of these things
in just one day in New York City however,
that's the beauty of residing at Fairfield University, you can go next weekend too!

museumo

, Wanting to hook-up or make-out
in different places must be an
unconscious behavioral habit
, that kicks into gear when the least bit of
s
resistance is shown from outside environmental factors. For example, I was never
«, allowed to bring a guy home before the age
* of 16 unless I wanted to induce bodily harm
on another and be permanently grounded
, until the age of 25. It goes without saying,
then, that the option to invite a guy upstairs
' to check out my room (which is pink with
* relics of doll collections, running paraphe' nalia and old pictures from when I looked
. like a cross between Kimmy Gibbler and
; Punky Brewster), would definitely be out
* of the question. I am guessing this was a
, similar case for many of my female college
peers back in high school. Therefore, due
' to forces we are unable to control, namely
, 6' 4" fathers, we were compelled to get
» creative with first kisses and first make-out
!
sessions.
I like to think we have come a long way
from high school hookups. I do not foster
the most jovial of memories when rendering
B up games of "seven minutes in heaven" in
which participants could be wedged in a
closet for seven minutes. Getting more dar-

ing, we tried sneaking an aner scnool make
out session under the football bleachers,
only to be discovered by a coach and find
oursevles in a week long discussion about
"The Consequences of Pregnancy". However, it is possible that our best memories
of make-out sessions happened within the
confines of our first set of wheels. It is no
doubt that "just going out for a drive" ended
in steamed windows.
Yet, as college students, we still find
the need to revert back to old habits. Getting back to the dorm room and finding a
"!" on the dry-erase board is a clue your
room is occupied. In that case, it's off to
the laundry room (preferably the TH ones,
under the 2 block), ground floor of Canisus,
showers (hopefully one with doors), BCC,
tennis courts and elevators. This time it's
the RA, Public Safety or a disoriented person still doing their laundry at 3 a.m. who
is likely to walk in.
It is doubtful there is much creativity left for obscure hookup locations on
campus after asking various people for this
article where they have hooked up. All
the bases have been covered, literally. Just
remember, the creativity of your hookup is
only defined by your own experiences.

Adventures in China
CONTINUED FROM P.12

not available in the states. I had the chance
to eat scorpion on a stick, yak tongue at a
Brazilian barbecue, and the best Beijing
duck that China has to offer. So far, giving
up a year at Fairfield (as much as I love it),
has been worth it. But of course, I miss my
friends and watching the Red Sox attempt
to win a World Series.
I've also been able to gain insight about
how Americans
are viewed from
across the globe.
When at the
Medical School
in Urumqi, a student asked me,
"Are all American students
like the kids in
American Pie?"
I'm not one to
want to burst
his bubble, so
I just told him,
"Yes, that is
how we all act."
I thought it was ■ don't know when I'll be
hilarious, and I think I influenced him
to study in America. But other than that,
Americans are mostly looked up to in this
part of the world. Many of my friends get
asked out to lunch with the locals, have
arm-wrestling contests, and many people
just want to talk to an American to practice
their English. Being an American is also

beneficial at the clubs, since we can usually
get VIP cards, the best tables and decent
prices for drinks.
For anyone interested in studying
abroad and not quite sure if it's the right
thing to do, just do it! You can always party
at the Point when you get back. But you
wont always have the opportunity to party
all over foreign country cities like Beijing,
Xi'an, Urumqi, Turpan, or Xiahe. And what
is more attractive than a country where beer

Gregg Surette/ Contributed Photo

back again: Because of sites like these!
is the drink of choice and is cheaper than
chocolate (35 cents a litre vs. one dollar a
bar). Why not try it out?
So, signing off for now, but don't
worry. I'll be back soon to update you with
funny stories, descriptions of Chinese and
European life, and tales about my travels
around the world.
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Ate We apathetic Or jllSt laZV? 18-24 year old Americans unlikely to vote
BY ELIZABETH COOPER

Although ABC recently released a
report which claims America's youth, aged
18-24 is unlikely to vote due to laziness, it
may just be that young.people often don't
have the time or interest to become involved
in the political process.
As college students, we all know what
it's like to feel as though we're enclosed by
a campus bubble that separates us from the
outside world. Many of us dedicate only
a very small portion of our days, if even
that much, to informing ourselves about
world affairs. We see brief news clips on
CNN, perhaps read the first few pages of
a newspaper, and quickly scan a couple
articles online.
Some call this apathy, but there may be
more to it than sheer indolence.
"I think it is laziness," said Krishna
Riordan, president of the College Democrats, who added that politics is a two-way
street. "It's kind of like a chicken and egg
thing. Politicians don't listen because kids
don't vote, and kids won't get involved

until politicians talk about issues [relevant
to youth]."
Anthony Genovese, president of the
College Republicans, also stressed that
politicians and authority figures must show
interest in young voters.
"I think a lot of it is that they're never
asked their opinions," he said, when questioned as to why students act as though they
don't care.
And of course there is the issue of
actually filling out a registration card. For
college students who already have packed
days filled with classes, sports practices and
exams, anything that takes extra time is a
chore. While no one can deny that registering to vote eats away ten precious minutes in
the day, many feel that it's worthwhile.
"I think laziness has a lot to do with it,"
said Caroline Manning '06, who will vote
in this year's elections. "The application
process is a hindrance."
However, with the upcoming election
Fairfield students are making an effort to
inform their peers and persuade them to be
a part of the voting process. Last Sunday,
the College Democrats had a "Dorm Storm"

Eraa
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in which they
visited student dorms
to encourage
voting. Diane
Farrell joined
the group for
the evening.
But the
College Democrats haven't
limited their
involvement
to campus.
"We're
also going
out to the
Chris Donato/The Mirror
community," Too much to do: Matt Ventura '05 kicks back and forgets about voting.
said Riordan.
"We're just doing a lot of voter registra- effect the country's efforts to get young
tion."
people to vote will have. It's a big election
The College Republicans also visit stu- year with a lot at stake. In the meantime,
dent rooms to encourage voter registration, we all have to say "No!" to laziness, apathy,
as well as send emails to students.
and whatever else it is that keeps us from
"We go to them," said Genovese. "Our getting involved. Ultimately, it just comes
down to being heard, and voting is the way
main goal is to get students to vote."
Only time will tell how much of an to do it.

Cheer
Send in Cheers &
themirror@stagweb.fair
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Lower.Level BCC

If. you are interested fij writing,
copy editing photography.
layout, marketing,
advertising, creating the newspaper,
come for the pizza,
lay for the meet*
g at 6 o'clock

To Marissa's 21st birthday... to walking
home from clubhouse... to pampers and her
fiesty attitude... to Klock for assembling a
potent coalition of the willing... to dry ice.,
to browning out every weekend all weekend... to the Norwegian who appears when
we're drunk... to townies in the house...
to Keith's new career as a boat hand... to
Zeitz, you may be a communist, but we
love you anyway (including W)... to the
guys at the zoo, keep the reputation going, Chris Zeitz, keep the faith, corporate
America can't get you down... to Emmy's
20th birthday., to being from Vermont... to
late night pizza trips... to the big male nurse
keepin it real... to boys who cheat on their
girlfriends... to 180 & vodkas making you
crazzzzy... to the girl that made out with
T-dog in the lighthouse... to massages... to
the Hott ladies who do laundry on Friday...
to bubblegum on my leg... to naked Maggie
(Simpson)... to Murph's 21st, glad you ate
finally 21... to hiding underwear in beds...
to all the hotties at the dance, work your
stuff babes... to Brown Sugar, we«heer you
every week... to RSR... to the birdman....to
O'Heir... to the Dunnie... to the Mets going
162-0 next year... to'Steven Seagal... .to
tank... to mean girls... to our new purple
chair... to swimming in October... to Deputy
Weigel... to Reno 911... to the cuda... to
Mario Kart battles... to Jess running down
Reef Road... to the hot runner chick, why
didn't we meet last year?... to Glenn... to all
the Katies out there again... to High scores
on Text Twist... The Big E... Quatro for comment of the year... to Kelly being in my Bio
class... to HENRY... to skydiving... to racing
Ford focuses on foot... to Keith's recovery...
to K-Dukie up in Dolan... to Donato and
the angst... to being TH56's pet... to 56ers
(football)... to academic chat rooms...

:....

.

.

■■...:

To COSO... the tight shirt seniors at clubhouse... to Tehran and the Criminal Junior
Whamond... breaking your foot when you're
sober... to whoever stole my sandals... to
grumps... boys who try too hard... to cake
in the bathroom... to the Zoo landlords, you
suck at life... to the cancellation of the keg
races lying down, who did you elect to SBRA
and why??... Pablo moving to Argentina... to
New Paltz and growling... to boys who cheat
on their girlfriends... boo to vroom vroom ride your bike... to people who cheer, the ReefRoad runner chick, there are other girls at this
school you know... to mini skirts and Uggs...
to everyone booing Uggs... to whoever booed
Jess... to taffy on my inner thigh... to holes
in wall... to Australian Law Enforcement...
to having my hard drive confiscated... to
the Mets... to sophomores who fight at the
Point, go back to the dorms... to beach house
92... Zeit and her red-headed aggression...
Kelly and spoiling TLB's wrath... to GAP
managers and David Spade impersonators...
to Tenza... to the Rex Plex Walrus... to the
Gator thief (show yourself)... to the OC...
to Skany fishbowl beer... to Jess running
in long sleeves, where is the little top?... to
the pickle... to freshmen breaking into your
house to use the bathroom, use the bushes...
to not having my cheers published last week.
MEG... to professors who think that Katies
are anonymous, conformist and invisible ...
to having at least two katies in every single
one of my classes, and only ONE PETER...
to being allergic to the Britney Spears'
perfume... KY and his love for basketball
carnies.. to Geoff being in my Bio class... to
Dom winning the S18 pool in Bio class... to
clouds... to the hurt knee... to Steve Andrews
not believing in fate because of Updike... to
drop caps, why can't I figure you OUT?...to
Kelly for being a hippie.
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Our apathetic legacy
Across the nation, college students are reminded
that we are the least likely to vote in political elections.
Political apathy is our legacy, as less than half of the
18-24 year-old age bracket votes. Coupled with the
nationwide epidemic of political apathy is Fairfield's
renowned student apathy. This is not the time to assert
that our vote doesn't matter, though.
We've heard that this is the most important election of our times. However, this is pure conjecture; we
have no idea what's going to happen years from now.
This election appeals to sensationalism because of the
war in Iraq, but for college students, we should be voting on the mundane issues.
Right now, most college students are dependents
that have the right to vote. In other words, before we
have to concern ourselves with rent, taxes and jobs, we
get to decide on the policies that will affect us when we
do become independent.
Moreover, Fairfield students in particular are
affected by policies because we attend a private university. Three out of four students at Fairfield are on
some form of financial aid, and many have Perkins and
Stafford loans. The government's management of the
budget directly affects those types of loans.
There are many excuses that students use to justify their inaction. Simply because an absentee ballot
may take awhile to fill out is not an excuse. Nor is the
stereotypical cynicism towards the political system. If
you don't like the political system, then you should try
to change it by going into politics. If you're not willing
to do that, then voting is the only way you can affect
any change at all.
At the FUS A elections last semester, about one
third of the student body voted. That was a relative
landslide in an election that, in the long run, is not going to affect students as a national election would. Take
the example of the FUS A elections and transfer that to
the national level.
The editorial represents the opinion of the majority
of The Mirror Editorial Board What is your opinion?
Write to us: ttwmirror9stagwreb.faiffieid.edu
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Politics and the issues in between
tem was turned off. A few College Democrats shouted
back and forth with him until he got off the stage. In all
Maybe it's because it's an election year that I'm fairness to the College Republicans, the student who
having problems getting anyone to talk about anything started shouting, although loosely affiliated with the
separated from politics. Don't misunderestimate me, Republicans, was not "put up" to doing what he did.
I spoke with senior members of the Republicans
I am voting, although I'm not happy about it. When
it conies to voting, though, I'm among the minority. after the incident and they agreed that the disruption
was uncalled for. I also spoke with the Democrats after
I vote on issues, not party lines.
One of the issues I think should be seriously the event, and to their credit they were open to discusconsidered by students is social justice. The Social sion on a wide range of topics, including my criticisms
Justice Club, along with the Ignatian Residential of politics. But my problem is never with the people
College and Campus Ministry (the Trinity of Jesu- who are the politicians; it's with how issues are lost
when politicians butt heads.
itness at Fairfield), hosted an
It's a fallacy to believe that one
event last Wednesday that was
party
has the market for social justice
thought-provoking, but became a
issues. Keady and Kretzu went to
microcosm of our current, and in
live and work in Indonesia in the
my opinion, hopelessly partisan,
summer of 2000 during the Clinton
political milieu.
administration. When it comes to an
The Social Justice Club
international moneymaker like Nike,
showed a documentary titled
politics don't really touch them.
Sweat, which depicts the true
That's why social justice issues
story of Jim Keady and Leslie
shouldn't be just one more voting isKretzu's trip to Indonesia where
sue. Regardless of how you vote in
they lived and worked in a Nike
this election, things probably won't
sweatshop to determine whether
be changed in the Nike sweatshops.
a worker's wage is a viable living
Social justice should be considered
wage. They found that it absoapart from politics.
lutly was not. After the video,
A simple vote shouldn't make
business professor Winston Tellis
us
feel
that we've done our duty.
expanded on the subject
If
our
candidate
doesn't win we
I was happy to note that
Chris Donato/The Mirror
shouldn't
just
let
it be. These
all 75 seats were filled during the Jesuit Identity: not a voting issue
issues should be a way of life,
viedeo's presentation, while about
20 people milled around in the back. I was not happy, especially coming from a Jesuit university.
I don't have a Republican or Democrat bias; I
though, when the politicians stepped up.
A College Democrat who spoke at the tail end of the generally dislike both parties equally. That's my
program urged people to register to vote and mentioned bias, I suppose. I don't suffer from any flip-flopping
Diane Farrell, the Democratic Candidate for Congress. mentality on that point.
Maybe I'm making too much of the politics at
The speaker also mentioned that the College Republicans
had been invited to the event and chose not to speak at the event. When the politicians were shouting at each
it About the same number of people from both clubs other the rest of the audience left.
Just as in our actual political arena, the politiattended the event and from where I was standing, I could
cians fight amongst themselves and the rest of us
feel the rage when that statement was made.
What followed was worthy of a Jerry Springer ignore them.
In this case, I don't think the issue that the Social
show: A student jumped up to the podium, grabbed the
microphone, and started railing against the Democrats. Justice Club wanted us to focus on was lost in politics.
He shouted about America's safety and how the only What the video and Professor Tellis said resonated. It
way to protect ourselves from terrorists was to vote for was stronger than the political fallout, in fact. I guess
Bush. He continued shouting even after the sound sys- that means there's hope for issue voters like me.
BY EILEEN ARNOLD
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Things to keep in mind when you're voting...
According to FUSA president Paul Duffy...
I feel that our age bracket has the
potential to make a tremendous difference
in this election. Whichever way people
choose to vote is fine by me as long as we
get out there and vote. As young adults,
we must realize how much of a privilege
it is to be able to vote.
The few key issues that I am focused

on is whether our next Commander in Chief
is ready to address a potential draft and the
war in which we are involved. We need to
build up our domestic and foreign policy
initiatives. I am going to Nicaragua this
Christmas break and also believe that we
must become more socially responsible.
We should familiarize ourselves with

According to Social Justice...
The War in Iraq, capital
punishment, outsourcing jobs
to oppressed Asian countries,
the newly expired ban on
assault weapons, and many
other things would presumably be issues of concern for
the Social Justice Club. To
simply ask what we want out
of the next election, however,
severely limits our scope and
undermines all that we stand
for: a deep commitment to
social consciousness with a
concentrated effort to promulgate justice throughout
the world, regardless of political predispositions.
That being said, the heed
for social change is paramount. The disparity between
the rich and the poor is not

getting any better. We focus
on the importance of effacing
sweatshop labor in the Far
East, a renewed concern for
the homeless and povertystricken, and the importance
of redistributing funds from
military expenditures to programs of social uplift, such
as public education. Martin
Luther King Jr. stated in his
Letter From a Birmingham
Jail that "injustice anywhere
is a threat to justice everywhere."
This message couldn't
be more pertinent as we attempt to sew the seeds of
justice regardless of superficial dividers like race, sex,
nationality, or yes, even party
affiliation.

the different objectives that each candidate
has for improving the economy, too, since
we are going to be affected by this when
we leave Fairfield. I think that the debates
are a great way for us to become informed,
but we all need to become more educated
because there is a lot more than meets the
eye in the election process.

According to Model UN...
In election 2004, we
hope the candidates address
the necessity of including the
United Nations when making decisions. We believes in
the sanctity of international
coalitions and the key role
the UN plays in ensuring that
each country has an opportunity to voice its concerns.
The key issues of this
election for Model UN have
to do with human rights, US
foreign policy, international
trade and the role of multilateral decision making.
The UN is firmly committed to upholding human
rights treaties such as the
UN Declaration of Human
Rights, environmental treaties such as the Kyoto and

Montreal Protocols, and disarmament and international
security policy such as the
Ottawa Convention banning landmines. The United
States should be setting the
example for other countries
and many of these policies
are without the signature of
the United States.
With regard to US foreign policy, the presence
of US troops in Iraq, the
nuclear weapons program in
North Korea, the genocide
in Sudan are particularly
important. We believe it is
important to the US's role
in the UN that the people
elect a candidate with good
foreign policy experience
and diplomatic skill.

According to Alliance...
Two of the major issues that our
club is concerned with are civil unions
and adoption rights for gay and lesbian
couples. Both of these issues have a great
impact on our club members and gay and
lesbian citizens of America.
With no civil unions, gay and lesbian
Americans are denied rights granted to
married couples. These include federal
benefits, such as survivor benefits through
Social Security, veterans benefits, sick
leave to care for ailing partner, and insur-

ance and tax breaks. They also include
family discounts, visiting your spouse in
the hospital and making medical decisions
if your partner is unable to.
The United States has many children
waiting to be adopted. Older children and
those with special needs, especially hard
to place, are currently in foster homes with
gay and lesbian parents who want to adopt
them. Scientific studies have shown that
children who grow up in one or two parent gay or lesbian households fare just as

well emotionally and socially as children
whose parents are heterosexual.
John Kerry supports recognition of
civil unions to extend all federal benefits
to same-sex couples and full adoption
rights for gay and lesbian qpuples. Additionally, Kerry sponsored the Employment
Non-Discrimination Act, which bans job
discrimination against homosexuals.
Alliance is a club supporting better
relations between gay, straight, lesbian
and transgender students.

According to the College
Democrats...
Upon leaving the safe haven of Fairfield
University, we will be forced to find jobs,
but over 1.8 million have been lost under the
current administration, including hundreds of
thousands overseas.
The average salary of entry-level jobs for
college graduates has also decreased under
Bush.
«|f"
We will need to find a way to guarantee
health insurance for ourselves as we will no
longer be covered by our parents' plans after
graduation.
Most important to college students, though,
is the fact that the cost of college tuition has
soared over the last four years, with increases
of 35 percent, on average.
Bush broke his campaign promise to
boost federal aid programs and has instead
cut Pell Grant awards and other financial aid
programs,
TheEkey issues of this all-important election are health care costs, access to higher
education, creation and retention of good-paying jobs, the right to choose, and above all, the
safety of our nation and the rest of the world.
The decision is an easy one.
Bush's record on these important issues
throughout his last term is proof enough that
he has overstayed his welcome in the White
House. John Kerry is the man who can lead
America to become a nation that reaches its
potential.

According to economics student Josh Rogers...

\

Lm

Viewers beware! In the ensuing
weeks of debate, one is almost certain to
hear varied economic references including
seemingly contradictory standpoints and
potential "fuzzy numbers." The usual suspects will include job growth, outsourcing,
balancing the budget, tax breaks, foreign
trade, social security and overall growth.
So what does this all mean? It's up to the
educated voter to pay attention and try
to decipher who is being reasonable and

who is not.
A potential hot topic is how to restructure social security. President Bush
has noted that he is in favor of investing
some social security taxes into stocks,
while Kerry has opposed such privatization. There are costs and benefits to each,
but overall, their respective viewpoints are
representative of their party's stances on
free market tactics vs. dependency on the
government.

Are you voting this year? Have an opinion about the elections?
Write to us and tell us what you think by e-mailing us at
themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu or visit us online at
www.fairfieldmirror.com and click on "Letter Submission"

Discussions about the economy, especially during debates, can be confusing and
not particularly informative. As always,
the candidates will oversimplify things so
as to get through to the average citizen. It
is important to take both sides into consideration and hold statistics accountable for
what they are.
Deciding what features of the economy you feel are personally and socially
important is key.
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THIS WEEK IN SPORTS
MEN'S SOCCER
Rebounded from back to back losses by beating
Iona 2-0 in the MAAC opener. Freshman Jared Curry
was named the MAAC rookie of the week after scoring a
goal just 88 seconds in against Iona, and assisting a goal
by classmate Sam Bailey. Current Record:4-2-2, (1-0
MAAC) Next up: Rider, Friday, 7:00 @ Lessing Field.

FIELD HOCKEY
■

Beat Sienna, 3-1 on Sunday afternoon to improve to
3-2 in its first year of play in the Northeast Conference.
Freshmen Sam Heule and Chelsee Hicks scored their first
career collegiate goals to give the Stags a 2-0 lead. Current
record: 4-9, (3-2 NEC). Next up: Holy Cross, Wednesday,
3:00 @ University Field

MEN'S TENNIS
Had three players reach the quarterfinals in singles at
the UConn Invitational Tournament on Sunday, highlighted
by Jonathon Fernando, who beat UConn's Brian Ravesloot,
6-2, 6-1 in the round of 16. Fernando picked up the Stags'
lone win in the A flight. Zach Morrison and Balasz Szikiz
advanced in the B flight.

ATHLETE OF THE WEEK
ATHLETE: Jonathan Vanelli
SPORT: Golf
YEAR: 2006
HOMETOWN: Medford,
NJ
Shot a one over 141 to lead all players at Army's
Mulekicker Fall Golf Classic on Sunday at West Point
The win is the third of his career, after winning two
tournaments as a freshman. The finance major has
finished in the top 20 and the top Stag golfer at each
of the three tournaments this fall.
Do you know someone who should be named Athlete of the Week?
E-mail in your suggestions to themirror@stagweb.fairfield.edu
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Students "all-in" on ooker craze
CONTINUED FROM P.20

-Weakness means strength/
strength means weakness: Often
covers the World Series of Poker,
when a player seems overly conthe biggest and highest paid event
fident or overly weak, they have
world-wide.
the opposite hand than they appear
Most players at Fairfield, like
to have.
Dario Longhitano '07, play poker in
-Play Blackjack hands: If
their dorms for anywhere from five
your two down cards, or hole cards,
to ten dollars a game.
would be a decent Blackjack hand
Some students however, have a
(21), you have a more likely chance
bit more gamble in them.
to win.
"At home I play games with
-Study players not just your
buy-ins up to $230.00. The winner
cards: Players will frequently show
could win up to $4,000 in a given
gestures and certain body language
_ .ris Donato/The Mirror
which is indicative of their hand.
night," explains Chris Greco '06. Rounders: Students enjoying a round of Texas Hold'em.
"At Fairfield it's hard to get more
For example, if a player sits back
than a ten dollar game."
but a life-time to master. Here are a few tips in his seat, he usually has a strong hand.
Poker is said to take minutes to learn, to bring your game to the next level:
Consider this before playing your cards.

Women's soccer undefeated in MAAC
CONTINUED FROM P.20
tion, the play late in the second half was
marred by fouls on both sides, something
Beirtenwischer says may have brought the
team together.
"We seem to play better when things get a little rough because
we have such a competitive attitude," she
said.
According to Piechocki, the team has
done more than just play against weaker

competition. It has turned things around on
the field, due in no small part to the bonding
process they've gone through.
"We are finding a rhythm and ability to
combine and play together well which is
exciting to see," she said.
She also added that different players
have stepped up every week. While the offense has been limited, they have had goals
from four different players, led by senior
Megan King with three. Breitenwischer,
Shanon Helm '05, and Jackie Thomson '08

have the other tallies.
Piechocki notes that the teams defensive core has held opponents to a respectable
2.17 goals against average. Throw in solid
goaltending, and talent such as Breitenwischer, whose four points are second only
to King's six, and the future doesn't look so
unpleasant for this club, which boasts seven
freshmen and six sophomores.
"I feel like we can continue to improve
and play well against anyone," said Breitenwischer.

Stag runners
perform well
at home race
CONTINUED FROM P.20
year, and hope their new training regimen
under first year coaches Jenn Wyshner and
Mike Owen's will pay off in the end.
"I'm very pleased with the performance of the team so far,"
said Rindos. "We have four or
five ru nners no w almost running in a tight pack, which will help
immensely later in the season. We just have
to trust the training and expect it to benefit
us the most come conference championship time."
On the women's side, senior leadership
also led the way for the Stags as senior
co-captains Stephanie Stote and Lauren
Wilson were the first Fairfield runners to
cross the line. Stote finished eighth with a
time of 20:02.5, followed closely by Wilson
in ninth with a time of 20:06.1. •
The cross country teams will be back
in action this coming weekend in Boston,
as they get set to race at the New England
Championships at Franklin Park.
The teams look to continue their string
of stellar performances at the upcoming
race, which is one of the biggest and most
well respected races in the country.
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BREAKING HI
Presidency
by Joshua O'Connell
)licy

After hours of waiting, and
in front of a gathering of
over 200 people, the results
were made official: Paul
Duffy defeated Kevin
Neubauer in a large victory.
Duffy received 783 votes
while Neubauer received
370.
Jillian Grant was re-elected
as VP of Programming with
approximately 65% of the
e Brett Ritterback

Who should win the
RJSA election?
O Kevin Neubauer
Q Paul Duffy
| VOTE )[RESULTS]

BRAND NEW look, making the site easier
to navigate
Over a half-dozen useful extras, including
Scholarships, Travel and GradZone
Additional content channels, including
world/national news feeds and weather

AvantGo

CStck Is receive tte
NMNpl|Wr Chanoct

AND AS ALWAYS...
EXCLUSIVE online content every Monday
Read Thursday's paper in advance - new
issue online Wednesday night
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Women s soccer winning the one's that count
BY BEN DOODY

Just as they were starting to look like
the "Bad News Bears" of women's college
soccer, the Fairfield Stags have shown signs
of life at the beginning of their conference
schedule.
The team, which lost seven straight
games en route to an abysmal 1-8 start in
non-conference play, got solid defense and
goaltending as it defeated its first two Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference foes of the
year, St. Peter's and Manhattan, by scores
of 2-1 and 1 -0 respectively. The wins gave
them a temporary claim to a tie for first
place in the conference heading into Friday
night's game at Rider.

The Broncs are sure to provide the first
league test of the season for head coach
Maria Piechoki and her team. Although all
wins counts equally no matter who the opponent is, all the Stags have shown so far
is that they can do what every other MAAC
team has and will continue to do - stomp
on the league's doormats. The two teams
who the Stags have beaten this fall have a
combined record of 1-11 overall and 0-4
in the league.
But those inside the program say that
getting a couple of early wins under their
belts could be exactly what the Stags need
to build some momentum and make a run
at a conference championship.
"I think this is just the beginning" said

Janna Breitenwischer '08, who notched
her first career collegiate goal to lift the
Stags oyer Manhattan. "I feel like even
between the two games this weekend we
got better."
"The birds sing a little louder
and the sun shines a little brighter when
you win," said Piechocki.
In shutting out the Peacocks and
Jaspers, goaltender Brett Maron '08 was
awarded last week's MAAC Defensive
Player of the Week, despite not facing a
shot against Manhattan. She did however,
have seven saves against St. Peter's, whose
offense was sronger than that of the Jaspers
and whom the Stags outshot 15-1 in the first
half Sunday at Lessing Field. But Breiten-

READY TO RUN

wischer found the back of the net about
midway through the second half, and that
was all the Stags needed.
The two classmates are the only players to receive league honors this season.
Breitenwischer was named the co-rookie
of the week after adding an assist in a 3-2
win over UMass to open the season, while
Maron was named co-defensive player of
the week.
Shortly after the goal by Breitenwischer, Manhattan's assistant coach was
given a red card and ejected from the game
for continuously heckling the officials from
the sidelines. Perhaps as a result of the ejecSEE

"SOCCER"

ON P. 18

Crazy game of
hold'em poker
A how-to guide to
playing the game
BY DAN AKESON

And they're off: the men's cross country team took fourth place in this weekends 28th annual Fairfield University Invitational.
Below, Devin Hagan '06 leads a pack of runners, including teammate AJ Kastanotis '06 through the five-mile course.

Going the distance
BY DAN AKESON

This past weekend the Fairfield
University men's and women's cross
country teams held strong as the
hosts of the Twenty-eighth annual
Fairfield University Cross Country
Invitational.
The men's team, which finished
fourth out of seven teams, had high
expectations entering the meet as
they hoped to reclaim the team title
they held in 2002.
"Coming into the meet, we knew
the competition was going to be tight,
but we really wanted to win our home
meet," said Devin Hagan '06. "While
we fell a little short, we were happy
with how we ran as a team since we
pretty much all ran our fastest times
of the year."
Senior co-captain Bryan Mahoney, who finished fourth overall
amongst the field of 82 runners, was
the top runner for the Stags. Ma-

honey traversed the five-mile course
around campus in a time of 26:46.4,
his fastest time of the season. Fellow captain Justin Rindos '05 was
the next runner to cross the line for
the Stags, finishing in 27:57.4 for
a fifteenth place finish. The most
impressive performance of the day,
however, came from Hagan, who
finished just behind Rindos in a time
of 28:25.4. Hagan, who is having a
breakout season for the Stags, improved his collegiate personal best
with the performance, taking over a
minute off his best time.
"Devin's hard work and dedication to the team has really paid off
this season, as he has been consistently one of the team runners on
the squad," said Rindos. "It's really
great to see him running so well."
Overall, the men have been
steadily improving throughout the
SEE "RUNNER'S" ON P.
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Cross country hosts
Fairfield Invitational

From weekly dorm games to online tournaments and trips to Mohegan Sun and Vegas, students
are gambling their way through their academic
pursuits.
The name of the game is Texas Hold'em, made
popular by national coverage of various tournaments, events and new celebrity-style games. In
Texas Hold'em, each player at a table is given two
cards face down, called "hole cards", which only
they see. Each player bets based on these cards and
three community cards that are "flopped" face up.
After another round of betting, another card is
revealed followed by another to make a total of five
community cards.
The ultimate goal of the game is to get the best
five-card hand using any of these five community
cards.
Winning hands are determined like any poker
game: a pair is the lowest hand, followed by two pair
and then three of a kind. From there is a straight,
five cards in succession such as Ace-2-3-4-5, or 10
- Jack - Queen - King - Ace.
Beating a straight is a flush, five cards of the
same suit. The next-best hand would be a full house,
a combination of a pair and three of a kind.
From here, the next hands are generally all but
unbeatable, although they are highly unlikely. These
hands include includes four of a kind, followed by
a straight flush, and the grand-daddy of all hands,
the royal flush, which is 10 - Jack - Queen - King
- Ace all of the same suit.
Anyone who turns on the television instantly
becomes immersed in poker fever. Bravo sponsors
Celebrity Poker Showdown, where celebrities play
Hold'em against each other for charity. Also, ESPN
SEE "HOLD'EM"

ON P.18

